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Molecular reorientation of oblate symmetric top molecules in the presence of internal rotation is investigated and an analytic expression for the spin-rotational relaxation rate of a nucleus attached to the internal rotor is obtained as a function of the internal angular momentum correlation time. The overall reorientation of the symmetric top is treated by the anisotropic rotational diffusion and the internal rotation is assumed to undergo mod迁ied extended rotational diffusion. The result is compared with the previous work for the prolate symmetric top molecule and it is 아】。wn that both results reduce to the same expression in the spherical top limit.
Introduction

Study of molecular reorientation in the presence of inter

nal rotation has been carried out for many molecular sys

tems. Theoretically, one usually adopt a certain model for 

the reorientation and widely employed mod이s are rotational 
diffusion 心,jump diffusion4-6, and extended rotational diffu
sion7-12. Experimentally10,13, various techniques of spectro

scopy such as NMR, IR, Raman, and Rayleigh light scatter

ing are employed and these techniques can be complemented 

with one another to extract reliable informaiton on the 

molecular reorientation.

Recently, we investigated a model of a symmetric-top 

molecule undergoing anisotropic rotational diffusion in the 

presence of 나蛇 extended diffusion of internal rotation14'17. 

Particularly, the effects of internal rotation of methyl group 

in liquid toluene which is a prolate symmetric top molecule 
on the 13C nuclear dipolar and spin-rotational relaxation 

times were investigated16 to evaluate the internal angular 

momentum correlation time which reveals the inertial effect in 
the internal rotation. We also carried out a similar investiga

tion of 나le effect of the reorientation of oblate symmetric top 

m이ecules containing internal rotors on the 13C nuclear 
dipolar relaxation time17. In this case, the overall reorienta- 

tional correlation time expressed in terms of the internal 

angular momentum correlation time is quite different from 

the expression for prolate symmetric top molecules but re

duces to the same expression in the spherical top limit.

The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of 

reorientation of oblate symmetric top molecules in the pre

sence of internal rotation on the 13C nuclear spin-rotational 

relaxation time. The result can be compared with the case of 

13C nucelar dipolar relaxation and the internal angular 

momentum correlation time can then be evaluated reliably.

Theory

The spin-rotational contribution to the relaxation rate in 

the extreme narrowing limit is given by18

1/7厲="£ (f)+g-負)〕 (1)

where

gw。) = v【4(f) K (o)〉( -1)* (2)

with

普*4. (3)

Here the rotation matrices D^(Q) defined b}/ Rose19 are 

employed and the angular brackets denote the ensemble 

average. A? in Eq. (3) appears in the spin-rotational Hamilto
nian as follows20:

HsJ4i= £ AkIk (4)
At

where

L=A，41= +2-!/2 (Ia± ilb) (5)

and

4+1 = 2-“(Cg/a-QJb) (6a)

4>= -(Cc<Jc+ D<j、) (6b)

- 2-IZ, (CaJa+ iCbbJb). (6c) 
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In Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) the components of nuclear spin vector 

and total angula momentum (Ia ' L and Ja, " J〉are along 

the molecule-fixed frame(기b,c) in which the spin-overall ro

tation coupling tensor C is diagonal, j i응 the internal rota
tional angular momentum along the axis of internal rotation 

and Da is defined as Da = Ca(\-Ia^c^ where Ca is the 

spin-internal rotation coupling constant, and Icc and 4 denote 

the monents of inertia of the whole molecule and the intern지 
rotor, respectively, along the axis of internal rotation.

If we assume that the orientation of molecule is indepen

dent of its angular momentum, the time correlation function 

in Eq. (2) can be expressed as

gH (/)= (—VAg”)/虹(0)〉

x < D顼〔d山)〕匚"0小(0)〕〉 ⑺

where 0戶 is the Euler angles connecting the laboratory fixed 

coordinate system and the coordinate system fixed to the in

ternal rotor such as a methyl group. The orientational cor

relation function can be further decomposed in terms of two 

sets of Euler angles to give

<以)수 0F(况以*〔Qlf(O)〕〉

= <，回*〔如山)〕儿잉*〔0,号,0〕
abc,d 」

X De빙*〔a (/), 0, 0〕用〔如 (0)〕〔0, 气, 0〕

xZV?,〔a(0),0, 0〕〉 ⑻

where Q LD are the Euler angles connecting the labo

ratory fixed frame and the principal coordinate system. 
The second set of Euler angles represents the transformation 

from the principal coordinate system to the coordinate sys

tem fixed to the molecule with the z-axis coincident with the 

minor principal axis. The last set of the Euler angles are re

quired to transform to the coordinate system fixed to the in

ternal rotor. In this case the z-axis is taken to be along the 

C-H bond and the angle a is the internal rotation angle. Other 
angles, § and 7, are set to zero without loss of generality. 

Then Eq. (8) can be further simplified if we assume that the 

overall reorientation is independent of the internal rotation to 

give

<D^〔d")〕Z骐〔0f(O)〕〉

= (—1)宀허z 以¥〔0dO)辺乳丄每抑)〕〉
ab<C>ti

x <expz\ca(£) - dh (0)｝〉破(”/2) M/2) (9)

As before, we assume that the overall reorientation of the 

whole molecule, which is also assumed to be a symmetric 

top, is undergoing the anisotropic rotational diffusion 거nd 
then the first ensemble average becomes21

< 蹌 0爲。⑴〕b〔0。(0)〕> = -如f M (10) 

where

Ed=2D* + ①厂 D) d.

In Eq. (10), % is the Kronecker delta and D1 and D2 are the 

rotational diffusion constants of the spinning along the major • 

principal axis and the tumbling along the minor principal 

axis, respectively.

The second ensemble average in Eq. (9) represents the in

ternal rotational correlation function and here we adopt the 

modified extended rotational diffusion model proposed re

cently by us14. In this model, the direction of the internal 

angular momentum vector is fixed along the axis of internal 

rotation and only the magnitude of internal angular momen

tum is randomized at the end of each free rotational step. 

With this model the internal rotational correlation function 

can be expressed as

<expzjt?a 0) - da (0)｝〉= 0 € 払-i…

j： 허曲 <expf ｛ca (0) - da (0)｝〉어。).

X< 站 (tn- 三先q% (11)

1

where r, is the internal angular momentum correlation time 

and the ensemble averages are over the initial internal rota

tion angle, a (O), and over the magnitude of the internal an

gular momentum vector in the mth free rotational step,爲 

respectively.
Substitution of Eqs. (9), (10) and (11) into Eq.⑺ gives

gM= z (-iEi<M)4(。)〉如3

X〔艰(을■)〕©%(〃 (12)

The 媲 3⑵ matrix elements can be explicitly given by 

Rose's formula to give

S/2)=史、M2)=次【1 M2)=次3 S/2) = 1/2 

々脖侦・/2) = d% (九/2)=-弗)(兀/2) (]3)

=—成、(渺2)=2一”

d記 S/2)=0・

Then, Eq. (12) becomes

甄(t)= -扣…皆〔％〈/a(Wa(0)〉

+(項<加£)人(0)〉〕(溫(£)

x [exp (- Eot) H-exp ( - Ej)〕

+ CCc</c(Z)/c(0)>+DX；(/)；(0)>]

xG%(£)exp(—&川 (14)

where all the cross correlations are neglected. As usual, we 

also assume that the angular momentum correlation func

tions decay exponentially and Eq. (14) can be reduced to

g"f) = 느氏 bT&h <3-〔Ladexp ( - t/ Ta)

-rIbbCbb exp(- 〃匸b)〕

XG思 (t)〔exp(-E")+exp(-Ej)〕(띠

+ [/CCCcCexp ( - t/ Tc) + IaCa (1 - Ia/Icc)

x exp ( - t/vj) ] G%。)exp ( -EJ)｝
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where kBT is the Boltzmann factor and r = is the 

correlation time for the corresponding component of angular 

momentum.

By substituting Eqs. (11) and (15) into Eq. (1), we can 

evaluate the spin-rotational contribution to the spin-lattice 

relaxation time analytically as shown in APPENDIX to give

1/7為户(2知"3洲)仏M拾〔F(a)+FJG〕+ /®C&

(Z>) + 玲 ⑹〕+ 心° ①? + 3* +1/建)-*+ZoC»

X(1 - ljd ①?+ 身1+1/ t,*)- '｝ (16)

where

T%=(知 ”7。) “ 张 廿三(么 T/Ia) “ j

牛(Ia/kBT) '八D,

and

F(a)Sr*/(fl)/2[r*-/(a)]

P' (G 三 (。) /2〔詩-产(©〕

with

/(«)= S/2)“exp(K：)"・c (匸)

匕三2-" 四+ 0*+1/•琴+昨*)

f' (a) = (，r/2)"exp(匸")erfc｛Y；)

场三2-" (2L>*+l/r* + l/r»)

and erf ex is the complementary error function. F(b) and P'(b) 

have the same expressions except that t" is replaced by rft*.
In the internal rotational diffusion limit (r;*<l), Eq. (16) 

can be reduced to

l/7&u (2知773时)仏空((身+ " + 1/瑟

+ + (2L>* + l/r：+r*)-*)J

+ 陽瀛〔為- ((Z%* + Z"1/3+t,*)t (17)

+ (2D*+ l/r *+ r »)->)] + /ccC(?c (D*

+ D* + l/r*)-1+Zoa(l-Zo/Zcc)

X(ZZ* + ZZ*+1/t,* 广｝

On the other hand, Eq. (16) is reduced in the internal free 

rotational limit to

1/7為尸(2知773力2)'知C：qM2)"/2

xfexpi (£>* + £>* +l/r：)J

xe况〔2一“(n* + A*+l/r：)J

xexp专 (2Z경‘+1/度)2次〔J"

x (2R*+ 1/检)〕〕+ 玲您 Gr/2) ”/2

x[exp-^- (D*-rD* + 1/r*)2erfc

+ exp*(2a* + l/建)切fc〔2-“ (2Z)*+l/r?)]]

+ IccC^c (D* + R* +1/ 建)+ /<©(I - Ia/Icc)

X(R* + R* 广｝ (18)

At this point let us compare Eq. (16) for an oblate sym- 

metric top molecule with the similar result for a prolate sym

metric top molecule obtained previously16. If we take the 

spherical top limit (Z)i = £)； = £>*), Eq. (16) becomes

1〃嵐=(2知773硏 UM爲F"(a)+LbC：bF"(b)

+ 4cC：c (2Q* +1/L)一+康¥ (1 me)

x(2Q* + l/S广｝ 的)

where

F"(fl)^r*rw/Cr*-r(d)]

with

厂,3)三 S/2)"exp(W)gc(K〃)

匕(財产 + 1/蓦+ /：).

The same expression can be obtained from Eq. (17) of Ref. 

16 in the same limit. In both the rotational diffusion limit and 

the free rotational limit the same situation can be observed in 

the spherical top limit.

Discussions

In this work we have evaluated the effect of reorientation 

of oblate symmetric top molecules in the presence of internal 

rotation on the nuclear spin-rotational relaxation rate. The 

overall reorientation is assumed to undergo anisotropic rota

tional (Effusion and the internal rotation is treated by the 

modified extended rotational diffusion in which the direction 

of the internal angular momentum vector is fixed along the 

internal rotation axis and only the magnitude of the internal 

angular momentum is randomized at the end of each free ro

tational step. Previously we carried out a similar calculation 

for the nuclear dipolar relaxation rate which is also given as a 

function of the internal angular momentum correlation time. 

By comparing both the dipolar and spin-rotational relaxation 

rates we may now determine r ■ reliably, the reliable value of 
r* is required to investigate the inertial effect of the internal 

rotation via the internal rotational correlation time, t黑 difin

ed by

T%三 (溫(t、). (20)

For prolate symmetric top molecules, this kind of analysis is 

possible with rather plenty experimental data although the 

agreement among those data is not always satisfactory. As 

pointed out in our previous work, there exists no consistent 

and complete set of experimental data for oblate symmetric 

top molecules at present and we hope that further analysis 

would be done in the near future.
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x〔2”（昌+DJ + 1/技）〕 Appendix
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We start from in Eq. (11) which can be written as

8 rt rt-z
Gint (t)= Z T；,n-1Jexp( - t/rj) / dtn-1'" / dt\ 

n= I Jo Jo

X n < cos [djm - tm^) /la] > lm (Al) 
m= 1

The ensemble average over jm is performed using a 

Boltzmann-type weighting function,

W(为)=(27rIakBT)'lz2exp (- jl/27tIakBT) (A2)

and an integration formula22

广8 1
/ exp (-/9x2)cos bxdx= — 1/2exp (-状/4£).

(A3) 

Then,

< COS〔宓m — 〜T)/，a〕〉jn

= exp〔- d2 (tm - (A4)

The internal rotational corr비ation function G；%), cannot be 

further simplified as it stands but the time integral in the 

spin-rotational relaxation rate can be evaluated analytically 

as follows:

「dtG 盅(t)=X 广血 xp(- t/Tj)「dj …

Jo n= i Jo Jq

X \ dtx n exp[- tm_y} (A5)

丿 ° m= i

x n exp[-(4-打exp〔-R(4-MT)2〕(A6) 
fll= 1

=2 [ d(tx - Zo)「d(t2~ t.} ••- Pd(tn- /n-J

Al JO JO JO

x & exp〔- (tm- 4-l)/rJexp[- KJ'〕(A7) 
m= i

=£ r；'"f < j：力exp (A8) 

where Bd = d2kBT/21a and it is also understood that tn = t and 

" = 0. The integral in Eq. (A7) can be evaluated readily by 

use of an integration formula22

/ d£exp(-尸任一伊)=("4)i/2

x exp 硏4a*、) erfc(A9) 

and the summation formula for an infinite series can be used 

to evaluate the time integral in Eq. (A5).
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